This winter, M-RCBG is providing financial support to 31 student teams, enabling them to conduct research for Policy Analysis Exercises and Second Year Policy Analyses (PAEs and SYPAs) in a variety of settings around the globe. Below is a list of students, research topics, and faculty advisors.

- Mitchell Alva and Aviva Feuerstein. *Reintegrating Ex-Combatants through Economic Opportunity* (Faculty advisor: Juliette Kayyem)
- Haydeeliz Carrasco and Emilio Jose Hungria Andrickson. *Proposing a new framework for Corporate Tax Incentives in the Dominican Republic* (Faculty advisor: Jeffrey Liebman)
- Irene Chung. *Identifying attractive markets for commercial and industrial solar power in Africa* (Faculty advisor: Ryan Sheely)
- Micaela Connery. *The Kesley: urban residential development where people with and without disabilities live together* (Faculty advisor: Dick Cavanagh)
- Nate Crossley. *Increasing Access to Trade Finance in Africa: The Role of Trade Finance in Boosting Intra-Africa Trade and Regional Integration.* (Faculty advisor: Robert Lawrence)
- Larissa de Lima and Kate Aitken. *Defining Liquidity in a Changing Capital Market Environment* (Faculty advisor: Carmen Reinhart)
- Mark Fogel. *The Boston region’s veterans services defined: The role of local government, public/private partnerships, and innovative community engagement* (Faculty advisor: Linda Bilmes)
- Matthew Gibson, Lloyd Edwards, and David McCarthy. *Technology and the Future of Special Operations* (Faculty advisor: Graham Allison)
- Robert Greene. *Assessing the Consequences of & Viability of Alternatives to Post-Crisis Bank Capital Regulatory Reforms* (Faculty advisor: Robert Glauber)
- James Howat. *Does the Bank of England need a macroprudential approach to insurance regulation?* (Faculty advisor: Akash Deep)
- Amri Ilhma. *Improving the Design and Implementation of PKH Conditional Cash Transfer Program in Indonesia* (Faculty advisor: Jay Rosengard)
- Hayoung Kim and Kerry Yang. *Fiscal plan for potential reunification of South and North Korea* (Faculty advisor: Jeffrey Frankel; Sophus Reinert)
- Sergio Marrero. *Innovation Factory for Social Change* (Faculty advisor: Dick Cavanagh)
- Michael McNally. North Dakota Clean Power Plan State Implementation (Faculty advisor: Bill Hogan)
- Wei Meng. *Global Value Chains and China’s Upgrade Strategies* (Faculty advisor: Robert Lawrence)
- Justin Miletti. Implementing the 2014 CSR Strategy, Doing Business the Canadian Way: An Assessment of Canadian Extractives CSR and Reputational Risk(Faculty advisors: John Ruggie and Jane Nelson)
• Juan Obach. *Design and implementation of an old-workers employment subsidy for Chile* (Faculty advisor: Brigitte Madrian)
• Jason Peuquet and Michael Alter. *Assessing the Distributional Impacts of Various DG Rate Structures* (Faculty advisor: Henry Lee)
• Kate Phillips, Emily Norman, and Tom Williams. *Consumer Perceptions of Financial Advice* (Faculty advisor: Max Bazerman)
• Hashim Rashid and Ozair Ali. *Electricity market design – Albania* (Faculty advisors: Ashley Brown and Michael Walton)
• Frederic Rupprecht. *Developing a World Class Manufacturing for Jobs Barometer* (Faculty advisor: Fadi Farra)
• Dana Rye. *Brigham & Women's Hospital Endoscopy Access and Quality Improvement* (Faculty advisor: Soroush Saghafian)
• May Samali. *Mapping the Money: An Evaluation of the Capital Landscape for Early-Stage Mission-Driven Ventures* (Faculty advisor: Carl Byers)
• Joel Smoot. *Dirty Money: Examining the Role of High Denomination Notes in the International Drug Trade*
• Theodora Skeadas and Christopher Wichmann. *Arctic 2050: Scenario Planning for the Melting North* (Faculty advisor: Meghan O'Sullivan)
• Joelle Thomas. *UAE Clean Energy Strategy* (Faculty advisor: Henry Lee)
• Lauren Viehbacher, Pooja Gupta, and David Truong. *M&E Evaluation for FXB International* (Faculty advisor: David Yanagizawa-Drott)
• Adam Wang-Levine and Siqi Mou. *China Exchange Rate Regime SYPA* (Faculty advisor: Lawrence Summers)
• Jiayin Xie and Michael Thng. *Making Workfare Work* (Faculty advisor: Brigitte Madrian)
• Sam Yi. *Clinton Health Access Initiative - Southeast Asia Vaccine Programs* (Faculty advisor: Mike Callen)
• Mingjie Yuan. *The rural commercial banks’ implementation of Basel regulatory framework in China* (Faculty advisor: Robert Glauber)